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            Abstract
The polyketide synthase (PKS) mega-enzyme assembly line uses a modular architecture to synthesize diverse and bioactive natural products that often constitute the core structures or complete chemical entities for many clinically approved therapeutic agents1. The architecture of a full-length PKS module from the pikromycin pathway of Streptomyces venezuelae creates a reaction chamber for the intramodule acyl carrier protein (ACP) domain that carries building blocks and intermediates between acyltransferase, ketosynthase and ketoreductase active sites (see accompanying paper2). Here we determine electron cryo-microscopy structures of a full-length pikromycin PKS module in three key biochemical states of its catalytic cycle. Each biochemical state was confirmed by bottom-up liquid chromatography/Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry. The ACP domain is differentially and precisely positioned after polyketide chain substrate loading on the active site of the ketosynthase, after extension to the β-keto intermediate, and after β-hydroxy product generation. The structures reveal the ACP dynamics for sequential interactions with catalytic domains within the reaction chamber, and for transferring the elongated and processed polyketide substrate to the next module in the PKS pathway. During the enzymatic cycle the ketoreductase domain undergoes dramatic conformational rearrangements that enable optimal positioning for reductive processing of the ACP-bound polyketide chain elongation intermediate. These findings have crucial implications for the design of functional PKS modules, and for the engineering of pathways to generate pharmacologically relevant molecules.
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                    Figure 1: Cryo-EM structure of pentaketide–KS5–PikAIII.


Figure 2: Cryo-EM structure of β-ketohexaketide–PikAIII.


Figure 3: Cryo-EM structures of β-hydroxyhexaketide–PikAIII.


Figure 4: Schematic of substrate processing in PikAIII.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Partial mass spectra of active site peptides from LC/FT-ICR MS of trypsin-digested PikAIII.
a–c, KS5 peptides observed after incubation with thiophenol-activated pentaketide. Pentaketide was detected on KS5 Cys 209. The pentaketide thioester at KS5 Cys 209 is labile38, and substantial quantities of unloaded KS5 Cys 209 are expected to form during trypsin digestion and handling for MS analysis. d–i, Example mass spectra of active site KS5, AT5 and ACP5 peptides after incubation with both MM–CoA and thiophenol-activated pentaketide. Pentaketide was detected on KS Cys 209, MM was detected on the AT Ser 655, and β-ketohexaketide was detected on the ACP Ser 1438. j, Active site ACP5 peptide after incubation with MM–CoA and thiophenol-activated pentaketide (top), and MM–CoA, thiophenol-activated pentaketide and buffered NADPH (bottom). After addition of NADPH, β-hydroxyhexaketide was detected on the ACP Ser 1438.


Extended Data Figure 2 Estimation of cryo-EM map resolution by Fourier shell correlation and assessment of over-refinement.
a, b, Conventional Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curves (blue), gold-standard FSC (red) and high-resolution phase randomization test (green) for pentaketide–KS5–PikAIII (a) and pentaketide–KS5–PikAIII (b) three-dimensional reconstructions. The indicated resolution at FSC = 0.5 of the conventional FSC is in agreement with FSC = 0.143 of the gold-standard FSC. FSC calculations with phase randomized data show a sharp drop-off at the expected resolution level (10 Å). c, Conventional FSC curves for each conformer of β-hydroxyhexaketide–PikAIII showing a resolution between 10.7 Å and 11.6 Å at FSC = 0.5. d, Summary of conventional and gold-standard FSC resolution indications. Additionally provided is the agreement by FSC (at 0.5) between the average map of the two gold-standard half-maps and the conventional map (full data set), showing consistency with conventional and gold-standard FSC calculations. The right column of the table lists the cross-correlation values between each PikAIII three-dimensional reconstruction and the produced pseudo-atomic resolution model of the docked crystal structures at the indicated resolution range.


Extended Data Figure 3 Stereo views of the pentaketide–PikAIII three-dimensional map fit with the DEBS module 5 KS (blue) and AT (green) crystal structures.
a, A view looking towards the side of the KS. Upon formation of the pentaketide–KS intermediate, the side entrance to the KS active site (red star) is partially occluded and certain loop regions on the top of KS (indicated with an arrow) appear to move as indicated by differences between the EM map and KS crystal structure. b, Cross-section of the view looking towards the bottom entrance to the KS active site. Upon KS–pentaketide formation, new density (blue) appears around the KS bottom entrance that is not accounted for by the KS crystal structure.


Extended Data Figure 4 PikAIII–TE functional assays.
a, Example high-performance liquid chromatography traces of PikAIII–TE assay. The levels of 10-dml produced by wild type PikAIII–TE (red trace), R747A PikAIII–TE (green), R1133E PikAIII–TE (orange), H1137E PikAIII–TE (blue), R1308 PikAIII–TE (brown) and a no enzyme control (yellow) are shown. b, Activity of PikAIII–TE mutants. All reactions were completed in triplicate and the data are presented as average ± standard deviation.


Extended Data Figure 5 PikAIII/PikAIV functional assays.
a, Example high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) traces of PikAIII/PikAIV assays with (red trace) and without NADPH (blue). Peaks for 10-dml, narbonolide (nbl) and thiophenol-activated pentaketide (starting material) are indicated. b, Levels of thiophenol-activated pentaketide consumed in the PikAIII/PikAIV reactions with and without NADPH. All reactions were completed in triplicate and the data are presented as average ± standard deviation.
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Polyketide synthases (PKSs) are multi-domain enzyme complexes producing polyketides, a large class of secondary metabolites — in other words, natural products. Two papers from Georgios Skiniotis and colleagues use cryo-electron microscopy to probe the structure of an intact module of a full-length multienzyme PKS module involved in pikromycin biosynthesis in the bacterium Streptomyces venezuelae in different functional states. The structures reveal how the ketosynthase, acyltransferase, ketoreductase and acyl carrier protein (ACP) domains interact during the catalytic cycle. In each state the ACP is differentially positioned to facilitate intermediate transfer for the next catalytic step and for transfer to the next module.
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